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I. Objectives

6. To evaluate whether the boundary conditions derived from

The Hungarian economy has been getting indebted to the

leading economic theories existed in the Hungarian economy or

foreign economies for several decades. In market economies

not, and to identify differences, if any. T the same time to

usually households’ savings finance development of

analyse to what extent factors derived from such theories may

undertakings and state finance. However, the net financing

influence savings of Hungarian households.

capacity of households in Hungary has been decreasing for

7. To point that in a small-scale open economy it is possible to

many years. I propose the operation of the system should be

amend certain elements in the financial system to serve both

reconsidered through studying the relevant processes, system of

economic as well as social purposes in a way that wealth, in

institutions, and instruments. The ultimate question is if

terms broader than its close economic definition, could

prevailing theories are sufficient to change households’ savings

increase.

in today’s Hungarian economy or there are other factors to be
explored.
The purposes of my thesis are the followings:
1. To study theses on the changes in the degree and structure of
savings in today’s prevailing economic theories
2. To study macro economical tools of accounting for savings.
3. To study the system of financial institutions operating in
Hungary.
4. To study the financial instruments available for and applied
in households in Hungary.
5. To analyse changes in the degree and structure of financial
assets of households in Hungary from the early 90s.
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savings, however, did not cover classic theses and introduced

II. Summary of contents
In this thesis factors influencing household savings as
well as changes in the degree and structure of savings are
reviewed. The statements and assessments have been compiled
by comparing facts with hypotheses of prevailing theories
Prevailing theories on savings by Keynes, Friedman,
Modigliani provide for theoretical background.
Keynes put consumption in the focus of his conception
and also developed ideas on the degree and structure of
savings. Income was taken as an objective factor in determining
rate of consume. The second factor is that the value of an
individual’s assets may change. The third is the change in terms
of trade of present and future goods, which is change in
discounted value of goods. The next objective factor is the
change in the state’s tax policy, which not only includes
income taxes, but also others such as property taxes or legacy
duty. Finally, we can consider distribution of income. Keynes
worked out a list of 8 subjective motives, but left his ideas open

entirely new concepts in economics. Friedman believed the
former concepts of income and consume were misused. In his
view the factors influencing choices on consumption as well as
on savings were examined not in the appropriate period. Some
of the factors on income last shorter, some last longer. Factors
that prevail in a certain period of time are temporary and longterm factors are permanent one.
Life cycle theory on savings by Modigliani is one of the
favourites of the modern economics. Although the savings life
cycle theory has a microeconomic approach, yet several
macroeconomic conclusions may be drawn as well. It is based
upon the concept that consumers can make intelligent choices
and optimise consumption over their lives in line with utility
maximizing. Predictions of utility maximizing and perfect
market help us to conclude that the current consumption level
of consumers do not depend on their current income, but rather
on their lifetime income. Lifetime income is the present value
of the sum of income of the lifetime and amount of assets

for further possible factors.
The next economist in order whose concepts have
summarized was Friedman. In the course of his work he rooted
back to classic conventions. His theory on consumption and
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inherited. Lifetime income is not identical with the permanent
income applied by Friedman, since the latter one is implied
over an infinite period whereas a finite period is presumed for
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calculating an individual’s lifetime income. In the course of

witnessed plenty of changes and over 100 years old

investigating consumption units (households) behaviour life

conventions turned upside down. It was also the period for

cycle theory also takes their age, composition, etc., into

Hungary to get prepared for the accession to the European

account. Life cycle theory gives an opportunity to evaluate

Union. Legal and market harmonization brought plenty of

savings based on bequest motive raised by Keynes.

changes in regulations. Financial organizations function as

In order to track and monitor Hungarian household

channels for the flows of financial savings. Certain financial

savings quantified information from statistics are required. The

instruments do require and cannot exist without certain

System of National Accounts (SNA) applies an integrated

financial institutions. Complexity and efficient operation

system of accounts to account for production, income, and

ensures savings have proper liquidity and stability of value. In

saving processes and changes in assets in each and every sector

my view knowledge of system of financial institutions is

as well as in the entirety of the economy. The accounts show

essential to understand the structure of savings.

changes and economic events in the period under review and

To understand the content behind statistical categories

balance sheets report on assets and liabilities of a particular

an awareness of practical forms of financial instruments as well

point of time.

as the related regulations is required.

The statistical categories required in the thesis have
been identified under the framework of the National Accounts.
As of the early 90’s there was a need to build a financial

At the National Bank of Hungary timelines
corresponding with the system of financial accounts were
developed based on statistics available at that time. It helped to

system in Hungary. Since due to the era of planned economy of

monitor changes in household financial instruments from the

almost 50 years there was no experience on how to regulate and

early 90’s. At the beginning of 1990 households disposed over

control such system on the theory side, the pressure from the

a total of HUF 826.5 milliard (thousand million); by the end of

practice side in 15 years forced certain rules to be reconsidered.

Q1 2008 it increased to HUF 23942.5 milliard. It means a

In addition, in that period the world’s financial markets also

nominal growth by a factor of thirty. Household financial
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instruments showed a constant growing tendency from the early

Although from different perspectives the theories

90’s. The same tendency applies to change of financial

outlined above identified the effect of some factors on savings

instruments versus GDP.

similarly. The factors are: income, assets, and interest rates. In

Basically by the middle 90s changes in financial

addition, Keynes identified motives on savings, whereas the

instruments had arisen from transactions. Later it changed, and

creators of savings life cycle theory identified savings

the effects of revaluation had a significant impact on the value

objectives. In this light the question is in what ways those

of financial instruments in certain periods. Fundamentally, that

factors evolved recently in Hungary and whether economic

shift derived from a structural change in household financial

policy has influenced or could have influenced those factors. It

instruments. In households the share of financial instruments

is to be examined whether the key factors took an effect or not

that may get revaluated (even by a significant degree) due to

and what other components prevented the theoretically

impacts from the market impacts increased. This shift in the

underlined relations from prevailing.

structure and rate of shares is linked to the appearance of
instruments and financial institutes.
In the period under review the share of cash and ban

Statistical data on income show that the value of income
per capita peaks at younger ages. It is a consequence of the
number of dependants in a household, which means in

deposits decreased gradually. On the other hand, reserves in

households with children the income per capita may be lower

insurance instruments grew significantly. The revaluation

despite the income of the head of the family may earn more. On

mentioned above did not affect every instrument, which makes

the other hand, income does not necessarily grow as the

it more difficult to study the structural change.

individual advances in years, because experience depreciated in

Although the facility of household financial instruments
rose, households’ net financing capacity vs. GDP showed a

the labour market.
Expected interest rates and returns on financial

downgrading tendency in the concerning period owing to the

instruments are important from several aspects. First to price

increasing rate of taking up credit started at the end of the 90s.

instruments and valuate items in the asset facility, and second
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to establish present value of future incomes. However, theories

processes and reduced ability of the low-income classes

on the assessment and valuation of financial instruments do not

anticipate social tensions. I believe the system of savings needs

give clear answers how to calculate returns and price

reconsideration from these viewpoints as well. These issues

instruments. Researchers studying investment choices showed

project beyond the prevailing economic approaches, even

investors do not behave in a rational way. It means choices on

beyond placing wealth above all. In my view the financial

investments or financial instruments are not based on rational

system can be subordinated to other considerations bearing

decisions, either. Moreover it must be noted that owing to a

more complex approach to life quality. A possible way to

financial innovation in the past decades in the market there are

develop health funds has been presented in my thesis as an

financial instruments involving risks absolutely impossible to

example of potential solutions. Besides introducing self-care,

assess and estimate.

health funds focus on health to serve life quality.

From the available Hungarian statistical data it is
concluded that Hungarian investment choices are not based on

III. Methodology

any expected rational basis, either. Households do not know
financial instruments exactly, have no appropriate information,

In the course of writing the thesis the relevant literature was

and are unable to assess the risks related to a particular

reviewed and statements of theories were synthesized. From

financial instrument.

statistical data the relevant pieces of information were selected,

The reduced net financing ability of households

categorized, and processed. Statements of theories were made

emerges as an economic problem. It has become impossible to

to conflict one another as well as the conclusions drawn from

continue financing the entrepreneurial and state administration

statistical data. By using critical work up new relations were

sectors from internal sources deriving from the Hungarian

explored.

economy. At the same time, this phenomenon might as well
lead to social problems in the long run. Demographical
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IV. Statements of the thesis: new results
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1. Prevailing theories in economics do not explain the changes

2. Individual’s income per capita reaches maximum at an

in savings of Hungarian households.

earlier age and wish to sustain consumption at that rate, which

1/a The run of income over lifetime differs from what is

encourages them to take up credit.

presumed, especially if spouses are considered. Income per

3. The development of households’ financial assets suggests

capita peaks maximum at an age earlier than presumed and

that savings leak from and get outside the Hungarian economy.

according to statistical assessment it does not fall suddenly

4. Owing to the households’ financial investments outside the

after the active age, either.

country as well as credits taken up from abroad the

1/b Bank loans caused liquidity constraints to ease. As credit

conventional tools of economic policy (e.g. refinancing prime

terms and conditions became less difficult to comply with,

rate) have limited capacities to regulate net financing capacity.

targeted savings dissolved for there was no need to save for

The link has become much looser and harder to predict.

consumption any more.

5. Re-establish the control of financial system to increase

1/c Returns and interest rates became intransparent and

savings.

impossible to follow. Consequently, expected returns cannot or

5/a In the course of re-evaluating the operation of financial

can just vaguely control financial savings. Due to intransparent

system priority should be given to types and forms that

structure of returns and risks the structure of savings does not

facilitate savings.

follow the distribution set forth by prevailing economic

5/b As an incentive element tax allowance should be introduced

theories, either.

for targeted savings.

1/d Due to intransparency in returns and risks households find

5/c Investments of financial institutions collecting targeted

it difficult to price assets and the effects of assets on savings is

savings should be channelled to Hungary.

hard to measure.

6. Systems of savings may be linked with implementation of
social goals that serve social wealth in broader terms, such as
improve health status and social security.
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